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Update - Combating the far right

Introduction
The TUC is delivering this work against a backdrop of increasing hate crime, death 

threats against public figures, and online abuse since the 2016 EU referendum. 

Reported hate crime cases have more than doubled in the last five years, with race 

hate crime still making up the majority of cases. Threats of murder, rape and other 

violence against MPs, in particular women and BME MPs, are reported to have 

become commonplace. Concerns have also been highlighted around the rise of 

online communities of hate, with young people in particular being targeted by racist, 

misogynistic and homophobic content. 

Strategic approach to combating the far right
Our work programme in this area seeks to prioritise TUC activity on enabling reps 

and activists to challenge far right messaging, supporting campaigning among trade 

union members including online campaigning, organising in communities and 

internationally and engagement with government and state institutions. 

The work is aimed at tackling the far and hard right and combatting racism. As our 

power is firmly rooted in the workplace, we have prioritised steps to build reps’ 

confidence and organisation and to support the growth of networks to resist the far 

right. However, our work also covers visible opposition to the far right on the streets,

online and in our communities. In order to deliver on this breadth of focus we are 

working with a wide range of allies including Stand Up to Racism, Hope Not Hate, 

faith based and educational groups. 

1. Production of information and training materials 

We have produced a new ‘tackling the far right’ eNote, focused on building the 

knowledge of reps and activists around the far right and strengthening confidence 

and skills in constructively challenging far right activity and views. 

Since launching in April 2019, a total of 3,376 activists (as at the end of November 

2019) have accessed this interactive learning resource. 516 of these activists have 

accessed the eNote via the Wales TUC route, where it is available in both English and

Welsh language versions (from July). The eNote will also soon be strengthened with 

additional video content seeking to support reps in holding transformative 

conversations. 
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Alongside this work focused specifically on the far right we are also updating and 

developing materials focused on equipping reps with the skills and motivation to 

tackle racism in the workplace. Resources will include a further eNote on tackling 

racism in the workplace and videos drawn based on our negotiators guide to advice 

and give confidence to reps to organise and collectively bargain on racism in the 

workplace.

As part of these materials, rooted in our understanding of antisemitism as a form of 

racism, we will be creating a specific section dealing with antisemitism. This will 

support reps to understand the historical context of antisemitism, identify it and 

positively challenge it when it when it occurs. This follows an informative and 

successful roundtable event with senior trade unionists at the Jewish Museum. We 

are also developing a seminar to support open and positive discussion of issues 

related to Israel, Palestine, peace, security and justice.

2.   Regional training sessions and network building 

As part of the strategy to develop networks in the regions the Winning Workplace 

Unity course has been held in the LESE, Midlands and Yorkshire and Humberside 

Regions and further sessions will be held across all regions in the new year. The 

course draws on some of the eNote content and looks at who the far right are, how 

we have dealt with them in the past, how they have gained their current traction and

how to have difficult conversations with workers and set up regional networks.  We 

are discussing with some affiliates how these materials could be used internally 

within their unions.   

In several regions, networks of reps have been established to mobilise and organise 

activists in campaign work, and further development of these networks is a priority 

for the period ahead. We have created a closed Facebook group to support activists 

such as those who have completed the e-learning or course to share intelligence and

experiences of their work in challenging far right activity and are actively focused on 

boosting engagement with the group. 

In the north west, tackling the far-right has been a core focus, in light of attempts by 

Yaxley-Lennon to stand in the European elections. The regional council has held a 

discussion with Wajid Khan, former Labour MEP for the NW and local anti-fascist 

activists.   

A joint Future Leaders Programme was run in the northern region, in which 

participants received training on the eNote alongside sessions with Show Racism the 

Red Card and Chi Onwurah MP. This was followed up with a study visit to Krakow to 
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visit the Auschwitz and Auschwitz-Birkenau camps (jointly with NW TUC). In April this

year our northern region also ran a development day for twenty union members and 

reps on tackling racism and promoting equality, supported by Show Racism the Red 

Card. During September and October the region also hosted an in-depth four-week 

anti-racism Ambassadors Programme for fourteen union activists, to help union reps 

and members effectively challenge discrimination. 

Patrik Hermanson, Hope not Hate organiser who spent a year undercover in far-right 

organisations in the US and UK, addressed the last LESE regional council meeting, 

looking at how the far right are linking internationally and making use of social 

media to reach a far greater audience. Young delegates from LESE and Yorkshire and

Humberside will also take part in a study visit to Berlin in January to share organising

and campaigning experience on tackling the far right with young members from the 

DGB and affiliated unions.   

SW TUC republished ‘Let’s talk about people’, a guide to explaining and 

understanding population change in the south west.

3.  International activity  

The TUC has been working with the ITUC and Hope not Hate on a report to be 

published early in the new year, looking at the international links across the far right 

and how to effectively combat them. Following publication, the ITUC will host a 

roundtable with sister centres as a catalyst for joined up action building on the 

lessons of the report. We will also make international work a key focus of the next 

TUC roundtable in January.

In September, we hosted a roundtable with international guests during Congress, in 

order to share experiences around the rise of the far-right in the UK and to learn how

sister unions are challenging similar trends.  There were positive contributions from 

the Spanish, Italian, US, German, and other sister centres. We have since facilitated 

the sharing of relevant materials between attendees and are now looking at 

facilitating an ongoing information exchange to build on this dialogue. We are also 

contributing to a forthcoming meeting of European trade union activists.  The session

will examine how to organise and campaign against the far right in the current 

European electoral landscape and how to build a more cohesive network of activists 

undertaking this work across Europe.  We are aiming to facilitate the links between 

this group and other activists in our sister centres in Spain, Italy and Germany.

The TUC continues to make the case for a more cohesive European trade union 

strategy within the ETUC Migration Working Group, pressing for the ETUC to create 
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space for discussion on a progressive trade union narrative on issues of race and 

immigration. We are also pressing the ETUC to lead a strategy to engage with 

European institutions, putting pressure on states that are breaking European 

legislation and directives through hate speech and discrimination against immigrants

and racial and ethnic minorities.

The TUC has also participated in an ITUC meeting of trade union migration networks 

from North Africa, West and East Africa, Southern Europe and Central America to 

share experiences of organising migrant workers. The session also discussed the use

of far-right narratives by governments seeking to justify the human rights abuse of 

migrant workers. As part of the outcome of the meeting the ITUC undertook to 

arrange further discussions involving Asian and South American centres.

In late November the TUC ran a session at a joint seminar with DGB, exploring the 

narrative used by the far right on migration and to discuss how trade unions can 

organise in the workplace and with social partners in the community.  The session 

also explored how the TUC and DGB can work collaboratively at a national and 

international level. Challenging the far right is also centrally placed within our 

international solidarity work especially in relation to Brazil and Turkey which are two 

of the TUC’s target countries 

4. Polling work

The TUC wants to ensure that all of our work is underpinned by a sound evidence 

base, using messages proven to be effective in combating far right narratives. As 

part of this, we worked with the Joseph Rowntree Foundation (JRF) to better 

understand the experiences and views of low and middle-income workers, to inform 

our work aimed at unifying positive action for working people and their communities.

We carried out polling and focus groups with low- and middle-income workers from 

across the country. We are using the results to develop a narrative and language 

that takes account of people’s lived experience and unifies people around positive 

solutions to the UK’s social and economic challenges. 

5. Challenging hate speech in political discourse

Before the European elections the TUC convened a coalition of over 30 community 

groups, human rights organisations and charities to make a joint call on political 

parties to eradicate hate speech during the European election campaign. It also 

urged local authorities to publicly correct false claims made by candidates and 

parties that could stir up divisions in their communities. 
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Programme of work in the year ahead

Building on the work carried out this year, our focus for 2020 will remain on 

supporting union mobilisation (in particular the UK Anti-Racism demonstration on 

March 16th), boosting the size and strength of our regional networks (including with 

additional support for digital organisers), sharing of national and international good 

practice in combatting the far right and building solidarity between equality groups 

to challenge the far right through highlighting the role of misogyny, 

homo/bi/transphobia, discrimination towards disabled people in far right ideologies.

Kevin Rowan

Head of Organisation, Services and Skills


